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DISCRETIONAL MODEL AND METHOD OF DISTRIBUTED 

INFORMATION RESOURCES ACCESS CONTROL 

The paper presents an analysis of access control models. The access control model, which, exploiting the 

hashing process peculiarities, allows to limit the number of workstations from which the user is allowed to 

get remote access to information resources, is proposed. The choice of authentication factors of a 

workstation and user has been substantiated, which allowed to develop the method that implements this 

access control model. 
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Introduction 

Due to the presence of many security violation possible sources for information, which is 

processed by computational means such as personnel, intruders, failures, etc. [1], the task of this 

information security ensuring without significant loss of the performance rate of this information 

processing arises. One of the protection methods used for the task solution is computer system users 

control of the access to available information resources in the system [1, 2]. 

This approach is quite sufficient under conditions of information processing by workstations of 

an enterprise, where employees of the information security service have the opportunity to create 

secure conditions for this information processing. However, along with the development of mobile 

computing devices and the Internet of Things (IoT) legal users gained the ability to process data 

outside the enterprise, in conditions those do not bolster maintaining of the privacy of the 

information being processed. Therefore, the important task of such access control model and a 

method developing, which prevent the confidential data processing using unprotected computational 

means, arose. 

The aim of this research is to improve information, which is provided to users by remote 

information resources, privacy protection. 

The following tasks are to be solved to reach the aim: 

– analysis of known access control models; 

– development of the access control model, which provides the usage of secure computational 

means to access confidential information; 

– substantiation of users authentication factors choice for this model implementation; 

– development of rights granting method to access distributed information resources based on the 

developed model. 

Analysis of known access control models  

Access control systems perform management of information system subjects accessing objects of 

this system. At the heart of any such system lies the access control model. Known access control 

models are divided into discretionary, mandate and role-based models [1, 3, 4]. 

A discretionary access control model provides that subjects access rights for each certain object 

of the system may be limited on the basis of some external in relation to the system rule [1, 3, 5]. 

The principal element of the discretionary access control is the access matrix. The access matrix 

is the matrix D of the size S O×  (where S – the set of information system subjects and O – the set 

of information system objects). The element of the access matrix [ ],D i j R⊆  determines the access 

rules for the i
th

 subject for the j
th

 object (R – the set of possible access rights) [3-5]. 
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Harrison-Ruzzo-Ullman model (HRU model) is the another instance of the discretionary access 

control model. The HRU model provides representing of the access control system by a finite 

automaton, which operates according to defined transition rules [3, 5]. 

The Take-Grant model is also a model of discretionary access control and provides an 

opportunity to analyze and verify the information system security state. The access graph and its 

transformations are used as principal elements in the Take-Grant model. The main task of the model 

is to determine the ability of the system subject to get accessing rights to the object in the state 

described by the access graph. Formally, the description of the Take-Grant model looks in the 

following way [3, 5, 6]: 

– a set of objects – O , where  
jo O∈ , { }1 2, ,...,

j
O o o o= , j N∈ ; 

– a set of subjects  – S , where is S∈ , { }is,...,s,sS 21= , i N∈ ;  

– a set of active subjects – S O⊆ ;  

– a set of access rights R , where nr R∈ , { } { }1 2
, ,..., ,

n
R r r r t g= ∪ , where ( )t take  is the right to 

take access rights, ( )g grant  is the right to grant access rights. 

Using this model, it is possible to predict states of the information system depending on the 

access control [5]. 

The advantage of discretionary access control models is the demonstrativeness of access control 

system implementation, generality and high level of flexibility. Nevertheless, the principal 

disadvantage is the necessity of "manual" administration for these systems, and hence increasing of 

the human factor impact on the safety of the information protection system, which uses such access 

control model. 

The mandate model combines the protection and limitation of the rights that are used toward 

computer processes, data and system devices, and is designed to prevent their unwanted usage [1-3, 

5, 7]. 

Today, the most common representative of mandate access control models is the Bell-LaPadula 

model [3, 5, 8]. This model ensures that a subject can only view information only in case of having 

sufficient authority and any subject other than the administrator cannot in any way transfer data 

from an object with a higher privacy level to an object with a lower privacy level. In the Bell-

LaPadula model, the objects available in the information system are classified according to secrecy 

labels and subjects operating in this system are classified according to the classification levels 

(mandates). Furthermore, it is necessary to ensure the implementation of following rules [3, 5]: 

– the subject of certain classification level is not allowed to perform the "read" operation for 

objects of a higher secrecy level (the "no read up" rule); 

– the subject of certain classification level is not allowed to perform a "write" operation for 

objects of a lower secrecy level (the "no write down" rule). 

If a user with a high-level mandate writes some data to an object with a lower secrecy level, they 

would become available to a subject with a lower classification level than it is allowed by the 

security policy. 

The main disadvantage of this model is the high complexity of its implementation by 

programming means, which causes increased requirements to the resources of the computer system 

while being implemented. 

Role-based access control (RBAC) provides access control both on the basis of access rights 

matrix for roles and through rules that regulates the roles assignment to users [3, 4, 8]. In this 

model, the computer system is represented by an array of following sets [3, 5, 7]: a set of users U; 

the set of roles R; a set of authority P; a set of sessions C of user interaction with the system. 
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The set of authority P in general is formed by special mechanisms that combine access 

operations and accessed objects, for instance, requests for data processing in database management 

systems. 

The advantage of such model is that it requires less time for being administrated. Nevertheless, 

this advantage is obtained due to access control model flexibility reducing comparatively to the 

discretionary one. Nonetheless, the role-based model is more flexible than the mandate one, 

respectively it has a higher potential for adaptation to the needs of certain information system. Thus, 

the role-based model from the practical point of view is appropriate to be considered as a 

compromise one between mandate and discretionary. This leads to widespread usage of the role-

based model, in particular, in operating systems and database management systems [3 – 5, 9]. 

Thus, from the analysis of the access control models, it follows that they have one common 

disadvantage: they do not provide a limitation of the workstations which could be utilized by the 

user in order to gain access. The latter disadvantage becomes significant in systems, which provides 

access to distributed information resources, in particular, file servers and cloud services. When 

managing access to distributed information resources to achieve the goal of this research, it is 

necessary that the enterprise access control system of the access should be as flexible as possible. 

That is why within the borders of this research it is required to improve the discretionary access 

control models. 

Access control model with workstation binding 

An approach to the user authentication that takes into account the workstations from which this 

user authentication is initiated are to be applied to the access control model development. Notably, 

the discretionary models, based on access matrix after implemention of proposed approach will 

change as follows: instead of a two-dimensional matrix in the original approach, a set of three- 

dimensional matrix is used |PC|OS ×× , where РС – parameters of workstation (which is used by 

the subject for access obtaining). Such model of  the access control requires a special method of 

users authentication, therefore it is proposed for its implementation to use the approach of 

organization of users secure access to network services, considered in the works [10 – 12]. In  Fig. 1 

authorization scheme of a user and a workstation is presented [10]. 
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Fig. 1. User authentication scheme 

 

The peculiarity of user authorization in case of  such access control model  usage is that the 

iterative hash function is to be used for authentication data protection. For instance, such designs 

include the Merkle-Damgaard constructions, HAIFA and ( )0 ;1 ;1 ;1 ;2qMPH  [13, 14]. Merkle-

Damgaard construction is considered to be classicaal one and is formalized in the following way 

[13]: 

 ( )1−= iii h,mfh , (1) 

where ih  – the intermediate hash value, yielded at the i
th

 step; im  – the і
th

 data block; ( )⋅f  – the 

reduction function, which provides fixed length of the output value.  

HAIFA construction is an improved version of the Merkle-Damgaard construction, that allows to 

enhance cryptographic infeasibility against generic attacks by usage of computation number [13]: 

 ( )rbitshmfh iiii ,#,, 1−= , (2) 

where ibits#  – the number of already hashed message bits; r  – the pseudorandom number 

(cryptographic salt). 

As the additional arguments in the reduction function in the construction (2) causing of increased 

workload intensity for the server, which performs authentication, as compared  with the construction  

(1), it is proposed to use hash functions, based on multipiped hash constructions ( )0 ;1 ;1 ;1 ;2qMPH  

[14]: 
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The basic feature of the above-mentioned construction is that for the ( )1+і
th

 data block hashing it 

is sufficient to know intermediate hash value ih  regardless of the way by which it was yielded. The 

latter makes it possible to store on the server side the i
th

 user result of the authentication factors 

parameters hashing IDih  and not the actual values of  these parameters . This is  provided by carrying 

out of  the following equality: 

 

 
( ) ( )( )jiji paramspashffparamspashf ,,||, 00 =

, (4) 

where ( )iIDi pas,hfh 0= . 

The features, analogues to the latter (4) will provide the abovementioned hash constructions  in 

case of the message length further increasing if the increasing is multiple of data block im  length. 

In order to reduce the server workload, it is proposed to perform the workstation parameters 

hashing process of hedging immediately after adding the respective rule to the authentication 

database and storing this value ijh  at the database as it presented in Fig. 1. Due to the hashing 

feature, that is provided by using of the constructions (1) – (3), both the user and the workstation are 

authenticated before granting access to the information resource. 

In this way, the properties of the subject are separated, by which it is authenticated by the factors 

that authenticate the user and the factors that authenticate its computing means. To develop the 

method, you need to identify potential authentication factors. 

Therefore, the features of the subject by which it  is authenticated into factors, that authenticate 

the user and the factors that authenticate its computing means are separated. To develop the method, 

it is needed to define potential authentication factors. 

Substantiating of authentication factors choice  

Authentication methods can be conventialy divided into single-factor and multi-factor ones [1, 2, 

4, 15], where the factors are meant the subject property which is used for authentication 

performance. Therefore, single-factor factors are simpler to implement, nonetheless, they  provide  

worse level of security, due to the less complexity of their forging. 

Password authentication is the most wide-spread, simple and common method in which the user's 

knowledge of certain secret word – the password [1, 4, 5, 15] – is used as an authentication factor. 

Using of this authentication factor does not put forward  additional requirements for hardware and 

software of information resources, but it often turns out to be instable  due to the significant human 

factor impact. 

There are known authentication methods that include using of unique devices that provide firmer 

protection than password authentication. Such factors are divided into two groups: passive ones, 

which only contain authentication information and transfer it to the information system on demand, 

and active ones which have certain computing resources and are involved in the implementation of 

cryptographic authentication protocols [1, 4, 15]. 

Authentication by means of unique devices has a number of drawbacks: the device may be stolen 

from the user, additional hardware/software is needed for workstations, emulation of factor's impact 

is possible. 

Biometric authentication methods are based on the using of equipment for measuring and 
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comparing with the sample of certain individual features of the user [4, 15]. Such equipment allows 

to identify the owner using specific biometric feature with high accuracy and it is more difficult to 

forge such parameters than abovementioned ones [4, 15]. A significant drawback of biometric 

authentication is the need for additional equipment for each workstation for biometric 

characteristics retrieving. 

Since the purpose of this research is to improve the information privacy protection, it is proposed 

to use multi-factor user authentication, based on his knowledge of the password and the possession 

of a passive unique device (flash drive). The first factor reduces the risk of unauthorized access to 

information as a result of stolen media, and the latter reduces the human factor impact. 

In order to authenticate a workstation, it is proposed to use a combination of several unique 

features of this station. Workstation's authentication factors use the following features of the 

computer system [15]: the properties of the software (system files, operating system version, 

creation date and checksum of BIOS, features of the file system), hardware properties (performance, 

serial numbers of key hardware components, additional peripheral equipment availability). For this 

research, the serial number of the hard drive, the date of creation and the checksum of the BIOS are 

chosen. The choice of these properties is due to their relative stability and the complexity of their 

values prediction by an intruder. 

In certain cases, to give uniqueness to each of authentication sessions, it is proposed to add 

cryptographic salt to the authentication factors – pseudorandom numbers [4, 13, 14]. This measure 

will prevent the attack of hashed authentication factors retransmitting and hide from intruders who 

have the ability to analyze traffic, both the user's authentication data and the workstation  which he 

operates. 

Method of access rights differentiation to distributed information resources 

To implement the method, the software structure of the client-server architecture is proposed. In 

Fig. 2 the structure of the client application for the method implementation is presented. 

 
Fig. 2.  The structure of client's application for the method implementation 

 

According to the access rights differentiation  method on the client side the following actions are 

to be performed: 

– using the module of user authentication factors determining he inputs his credentials and 

determines the parameters of the authorization factors (for instance, the password and the 

parameters of the flash drive); 

– concurrently, defining of the workstation authentication factors parameters are implemented 

(for the purposes of this research – the serial number of the hard drive, the date of creation and the 
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checksum of BIOS); 

– using the module of iterative hashing on the client side, hash value of the concatenation result 

of the authentication factors parameters of user and workstation, as well as cryptographic salt, is 

yielded: 

 
( )rparamspashfh jiij ||||,0=

; (5) 

– the obtained hashing result, workstation identifier and user identifier are sent to the server side. 

Fig. 3 shows the structure of server's application that interacts with the client, which is shown in 

fig. 2 

As is can be seen from Fig. 3 the following steps are to be implemented on the server side: 

– according to user and workstation identifiers values received from client the hash values of 

user authentication factors ih  and workstation parameters are determined; 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. The structure of server's application for the method implementation 

 

– hashing of workstation parameters and cryptographic salt are performed: 

 ( )r||params,hfh jiij =′ ; (6) 

– by comparing the computed  and received hash values the decision concerning user access 

allowance or denial is drawn. 

The proposed method may be modified by pre-computing hash values for all combinations {user; 

workstation}. This will reduce the server's workload, but it makes using of cryptographic salt inapt, 

which will reduce the infeasibility of the method for breaking. 

Conclusions 

The performed analysis of access rights differentiation models revealed their aiming at user 

authentication. Nonetheless, these models do not take into account the workstation from which the 

authorized user tries to access. With the development of mobile computing and IoT, this drawback 

causes the vulnerability of the processed information, because the guarantees that the workstation on 

the client side has an adequate information security system disappear. To overcome this drawback, 

the access rights differentiation model is proposed that provides both user limitations and 
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restrictions on workstations from which the user can gain information. Thus, it is proposed to limit  

the list of workstations  for each user separately. Such  model not only allows  to provide the 

appropriate level of information protection during its processing by the  users, but also reduces the 

vulnerability of the system to insider attacks, since each employee is bound to his workplace, that 

reduces his ability of invisible attack implementation. 

The factors of users and workstation authorization for this model implementation are proposed. 

The structure of access control means has been developed, that enables to propose a method that 

implements the access rights differentiation according to the model. The peculiarity of the method is 

using of iterative hashing, which allows, without hash keys and user authentication factors on the 

server side storing, perform simultaneous verification of both users and workstations authentication.   
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